
List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2138040 NC022#

2138043 CE012$ CA058#

2138071 CA046#

2138084 SC002$

2138144 NC025#

2138149 CE068#

2138160 NC034#

2138192 CE010$ CA043#

2138193 NC020#

2138211 PH007$

2138237 CA081#

2138243 BC006$

2138246 PH015#

2138257 CE064#

2138280 CE015$ CA066#

2138289 CA090# DS013#

2138294 BC083#

2138301 BC016#

2138311 BC053# NC005$

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

2138316 PH011$

2138326 CE020$ CA074#

2138329 DS017#

2138332 CA061#

2138338 CE070#

2138371 CE040#

2138379 CA008$

2138386 CA039#

2138387 CA099#

2138398 CA005$

2138410 NC023#

2138419 CA075#

2138422 CA053#

2138424 NC021#

2138577 CE011$ CA056#

2138579 CE051#

2138580 DS018#

2138586 CE030# CA088#

2138589 NC011#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
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Roll No. Category Rank

2138592 CA100#

2138598 CE009$ CA040#

2138601 CA032#

2138613 CA087#

2138624 CA091#

2138631 CE038#

2138641 CE065#

2138647 CE066#

2138652 CE046#

2138653 CE007$ CA034#

2138667 CE047#

2138679 NC016#

2138690 DS030#

2138703 NC041#

2138705 BC034#

2138719 BC010$

2138729 CA045#

2138730 BC093#

2138746 CE073#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

2138747 BC065#

2138757 CA027#

2138800 BC007$ NC002$

2138803 CE054#

2138817 CE008$

2138820 NC031#

2138829 SC004$

2138879 CA071#

2138889 CA018#

2138903 DS026#

2138915 NC036#

2138928 NC033#

2138929 CA047#

2138957 NC029#

2138960 CE036#

2138974 CE043#

2138981 CE057#

2138996 CE025# CA082#

2138997 CE063#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)
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Roll No. Category Rank

2139024 CA083#

2139029 NC040#

2139032 CE039#

2139035 CE031#

2139113 BC084#

2139127 CE029#

2139128 BC072#

2139139 CA078#

2139172 CA036#

2139174 NC009#

2139206 CE042#

2139219 NC019#

2139225 BC029#

2139239 DS042#

2139257 CA038#

2139274 CA097#

2139276 SC009#

2139287 SC005#

2139298 NC014#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2139305 CA016#

2139311 CA013# BC030#

2139343 CA098#

2139344 CE022# CA077# PH002$

2139352 SC010#

2139381 CA026#

2139385 SC006#

2139445 DS031#

2139450 BC074#

2139451 PH008$

2139453 CE017$

2139455 BC064#

2139458 BC100#

2139460 BC026# NC003$

2139479 PH013$

2139490 CE058#

2139491 PH017#

2139492 CA031#

2139496 CA037#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately
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Roll No. Category Rank

2139504 CA051#

2139506 CE060#

2139512 DS028#

2139520 PH012$

2139523 PH009$

2139534 CE002$

2139535 BC020#

2139544 CE074#

2139546 BC055#

2139551 SC008#

2139562 BC088#

2139568 DS015#

2139569 PH005$

2139580 PH016#

2139591 CE045#

2139602 BC039#

2139606 BC038#

2139612 DS006$ BC082#

2139621 DS037#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2139625 BC050#

2139634 DS040#

2139636 CA089#

2139642 CA035# BC070#

2139645 BC097#

2139646 BC060#

2139681 BC002$

2139693 BC099#

2139718 DS034#

2139722 CA055# BC098#

2139725 CE016$ CA069#

2139740 PH010$

2139753 CE005$ BC052#

2139755 BC023#

2139757 BC017#

2139763 BC048#

2139765 BC069#

2139775 CA093#

2139776 CE021#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)
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Roll No. Category Rank

2139788 CA054#

2139795 CE061#

2139813 BC032#

2139814 NC010#

2139819 CA076#

2139823 BC049#

2139833 CA028#

2139855 CE055# NC035#

2139861 DS035#

2139864 NC038#

2139865 BC068#

2139871 BC004$

2139872 PH014$

2139883 NC027#

2139891 CE050#

2139897 CE069#

2139903 CA007$ BC022#

2139911 NC012#

2139922 BC075#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24
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Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2139935 CA002$

2139940 BC036#

2139953 CE077#

2139954 NC001$

2139957 CA067#

2139985 CA001$

2139988 BC024#

2139991 NC039#

2140018 CE001$

2140049 CA041#

2140055 CA094# DS014#

2140060 CE056#

2140070 CA057#

2140089 BC096#

2140094 BC040#

2140095 BC079#

2140104 CE028#

2140119 CE037#

2140126 CA014# BC033#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)
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Roll No. Category Rank

2140140 NC032#

2140147 CE034#

2140149 DS009#

2140152 CE018$

2140158 CA060#

2140160 CE071#

2140163 CA063#

2140164 BC061#

2140166 CE044#

2140179 CE076#

2140181 CE053#

2140183 DS003$ BC037#

2140184 DS036#

2140194 CE052#

2140203 BC066#

2140204 CA030#

2140224 DS032#

2140226 NC006#

2140233 DS021#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2140246 CE049#

2140259 BC047#

2140278 CE048#

2140281 CE003$ CA019#

2140282 BC046#

2140286 BC003$

2140288 CA009$

2140296 DS038#

2140303 NC030#

2140306 CA044#

2140311 BC056#

2140314 CE006$

2140352 BC081#

2140367 DS039#

2140381 BC011#

2140416 CE035#

2140424 CA025#

2140425 BC044#

2140430 CE013$ CA059#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2140442 CA021#

2140453 CA010$ DS001$ BC025#

2140463 NC007#

2140482 BC035#

2140504 BC073#

2140520 CA017#

2140530 CA050# BC092#

2140537 BC041#

2140542 BC012#

2140550 CE014$ CA062#

2140552 NC015#

2140554 BC059# NC008#

2140556 CE033# CA095#

2140558 NC018#

2140569 CE072#

2140581 CA029# BC057#

2140585 DS020#

2140590 SC007#

2140592 BC054#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2140598 DS025#

2140600 BC063#

2140610 BC094#

2140612 CE019$

2140616 SC001$

2140622 CE024#

2140625 DS007$

2140627 BC019#

2140647 BC031#

2140665 BC051#

2140672 BC015#

2140679 DS043# NC037#

2140689 BC021#

2140696 CA064#

2140700 CE027# CA086#

2140706 CA079#

2140714 NC026#

2140724 CA006$

2140727 BC062#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2140737 CE067#

2140780 BC067#

2140782 NC024#

2140783 BC085#

2140797 BC087#

2140812 CE062#

2140833 DS012#

2140836 CA015#

2140846 CA084#

2140864 CA022#

2140865 CE075#

2140882 NC028#

2140886 BC058#

2140891 DS005$ BC078#

2140917 CA004$

2140924 CE023# CA080#

2140929 BC045#

2140963 CE004$

2140965 SC011#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2140980 CA070#

2140985 CA096# NC017#

2140994 CA073#

2140997 DS010#

2141005 CA072#

2141007 CA012#

2141008 DS045#

2141009 CA011#

2141020 CA023#

2141021 CA052#

2141044 PH006$

2141059 DS002$ BC027#

2141065 CA003$

2141101 DS022#

2141109 BC091#

2141123 BC028#

2141141 CE059#

2141163 DS027#

2141169 BC080#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2141170 CE041#

2141190 DS016#

2141202 BC014#

2141234 CA049#

2141250 CA042#

2141262 PH001$

2141264 CA065#

2141266 BC090#

2141285 DS019#

2141291 PH003$

2141306 BC086#

2141328 CE026# CA085#

2141357 SC012#

2141376 CA020# BC042#

2141383 NC013#

2141410 PH004$

2141423 CA048# BC089#

2141452 CA024#

2141466 CE032# CA092#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2141478 SC003$

2141480 BC009$

2141517 BC005$

2141520 BC008$

2141575 DS024#

2141582 BC013#

2142517 DS023#

2142520 BC071#

2142544 BC018#

2142547 BC095#

2142553 BC001$

2142563 CA033#

2142572 CA068#

2142720 DS011#

2142725 BC043# NC004$

2142728 DS029#

2142742 DS008#

2142756 BC077#

2142760 DS033#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

M.B.A./M.B.A.(I.B.)/M.B.A.(I.B.F.)

2023-24

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

2142784 DS046# NC042#

2142785 DS044#

2142788 DS004$ BC076#

2142796 DS041#

CONTROLLER
03.07.2023

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 


